Office - Wireless Headsets

**GN9330e DUAL LINK WIRELESS HEADSET**
- Dual telephone and PC USB connectivity
- Secure 1.9GHz DECT 6.0 technology
- Up to 350 ft wireless range
- Up to 8 hrs talk time (24x7 optional)
- DSP enhanced digital audio
- Multi-unit conference capability
- Supports GN1000 RHL & EHS

**GN9125 EHS WIRELESS HEADSETS**
- Telephone connectivity
- Secure 1.9GHz DECT 6.0 technology
- Up to 300 ft wireless range
- Up to 9 hrs talk time
- Multiple wearing styles (headband & earhook)
- Supports GN1000 RHL & GN EHS Solutions

**Jabra GO™ 6400 BLUETOOTH® MULTIUSE HEADSET**
- Multiuse connectivity for mobile and softphone
- USB Bluetooth adapter and travel charger
- Wideband sound (150 Hz – 6,800 Hz)
- Dual microphone Noise Blackout™ system
- Up to 300 feet wireless Bluetooth range
- Superior comfort with earhook wearing style
- Up to 6 hours talk time

**Jabra PRO™ 9400 BLUETOOTH® MULTIUSE HEADSET**
- Multiuse connectivity: desk, soft and mobile phones
- Touch screen base with SmartSetup wizard
- Dual microphone Noise Blackout™ system
- Wideband sound (150 Hz – 6,800 Hz)
- Up to 450 feet wireless range
- Superior comfort with 3 wearing styles
- Up to 10 hours talk time.

Wireless Headset Hook Switch Devices

**GN1000 REMOTE HANDSET LIFTER (RHL)**
- Mechanical lifter to answer/end calls wirelessly
- Supports all Jabra wireless headset systems

**GN ELECTRONIC HOOK SWITCH CORDS (EHS)**
- Electronic cord to answer/end calls wirelessly
- Supports Jabra EHS enabled wireless headset systems
- Supports Polycom, Cisco, Avaya & Siemens EHS phone sets

**Jabra Multiuse headsets provide simultaneous connection to any two devices. You can choose to connect to your mobile phone or Bluetooth enabled PC for IP Telephony applications.**

**M5390 USB OFFICE COMMUNICATOR (OC)**
- PC USB and mobile phone Bluetooth connectivity
- Integrated controls with MS Office Communicator

**GN9350e OFFICE COMMUNICATOR (OC)**
- All the same features of the standard GN9350
- Integrated controls with MS Office Communicator
- Dual link connectivity to desk phone and MS OC.

**GN9330e USB OFFICE COMMUNICATOR (OC)**
- All the same features of the standard GN9330e
- Integrated controls for MS Office Communicator softphone applications.

**GN2000 USB OFFICE COMMUNICATOR (OC)**
- Integrated hookswitch with MS Office Communicator
- Sound Tube & Noise Cancel mic, mono & duo ears

**Jabra GO™ 6400 BLUETOOTH®® MULTIUSE HEADSET**
- Multiuse connectivity for mobile and softphone
- USB Bluetooth adapter and travel charger
- Wideband sound (150 Hz – 6,800 Hz)
- Dual microphone Noise Blackout™ system
- Up to 300 feet wireless Bluetooth range
- Superior comfort with earhook wearing style
- Up to 6 hours talk time

**Jabra PRO™ 9400 BLUETOOTH®® MULTIUSE HEADSET**
- Multiuse connectivity: desk, soft and mobile phones
- Touch screen base with SmartSetup wizard
- Dual microphone Noise Blackout™ system
- Wideband sound (150 Hz – 6,800 Hz)
- Up to 450 feet wireless range
- Superior comfort with 3 wearing styles
- Up to 10 hours talk time.
Contact Center – Corded Headsets

GN2000 CALL CENTER SERIES HEADSETS
• Designed to Perform. Built to Last! Day After Day Durability!
• Connects to all Jabra telephone amplifiers & direct connect cords through the Quick Disconnect (QD)
• Large ear-cushions (foam & leather included) for extra comfort
• 2-year warranty

GN2100 PROFESSIONAL SERIES HEADSETS
• Award-winning lightweight design with titanium-look headband
• Convertible with 3 wearing styles: headband, neckband, ear hook
• Connects to all Jabra telephone amplifiers and direct connect cords through the Quick Disconnect (QD)
• 2-year warranty

GN1900 VALUE-BASED SERIES HEADSETS
• Optimized for the cost-conscious contact center
• Lightweight, sturdy design and professional quality
• Plug and play USB solution with wideband sound
• Noise-canceling microphone for noisy environments
• 2-year warranty

IP Telephony (VoIP) Headsets

GN9330e USB WIRELESS VoIP HEADSET
• PC connectivity via USB
• Secure 1.9GHz DECT 6.0 technology
• Up to 325 ft wireless range
• Up to 9 hrs talk time (24x7 optional)
• Multiple wearing styles
• 1-year warranty

BIZ 2400 USB BT AUDIO HEADSET
• Premium design 360 rotational boom
• Binaural design with Flex Noise Canceling mic
• Inline controls for BT link to Mobile, volume and mute control, and soft phone integration
• 3-year warranty

GN2000 USB VoIP AUDIO HEADSET
• Enterprise class durability
• Wideband audio for clear VoIP conversations
• Microsoft Windows certified
• Flexible Sound Tube omni-directional mic
• Inline volume and mute controls
• 2-year warranty

Telephone Amplifiers, Cords & Adapters

GN1200 SMARTCORD
• RU-9 adapter to Jabra Quick Disconnect (QD)
• Connects Jabra corded QD headsets to direct connect (amplified) telephones via RU-9 plug
• Works with RU-9 compatible telephones
• 2-year warranty

GN8000 MULTIPURPOSE AMPLIFIER
• Business telephone amplifier to Jabra headset QD
• Headset/handset switch, volume, mute
• Power via AA battery or optional AC adapter
• Works with virtually any desk telephone

Link™ 220 USB adapter
• Plug & Play with no software to install
• Fits all corded Jabra QD headsets
• Enables connectivity from telephony to PC

Link 280 USB adapter
• Programmable buttons for individual preference
• Fits all corded Jabra QD headsets
• Bluetooth connection to mobile phone
• Enables connectivity from telephony to PC